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Beyond record players?…
Treat core dynamics as
a rotating magnetoconvection problem
Theoretical insight
Reduction in problem
complexity (?)
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The Geodynamo
Generates a magnetic fields
and then continually
regenerate that field
Magnetohydrodynamic
(MHD) process
Converts kinetic energy
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Successful MHD Modeling
• Navier-Stokes Equation
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• Induction Equation
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2
= r ⇥ (u ⇥ B) + ⌘r B
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• Current Density
1
Ampere’s Law: J = µ r ⇥ B
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• Energy Equation
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+ u · rT = r T + S
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• Continuity
r·u=0

r·B=0
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Lorentz Force on a Particle i
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Moving charged particle
pushed off to its right
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Lorentz Force in a Continuum
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NB: u is now the
material velocity!

Lorentz Force in a Continuum
An example maybe?
MHD Pump
“Opposite” of a dynamo: J and B
drive u
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MHD Pump
“Opposite” of a dynamo
J x B drives flow, u, in an electrically
conducting fluid
Now to dynamos where u
generates (J, B)…

Dynamo Essentials
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Magnetic diffusivity ~ 1 m2/s in core fluids
Magnetic diffusion time ~ 15 kyr or so
Geologically rapid decay
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Lab vs. Numerical
Dynamos?

For a self-sustaining dynamo, the inductive source term
must be able to exceed the diffusion term
Magnetic Reynolds number:

UL
Rm =
⌘

& 40

for dynamo
action
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For a self-sustaining dynamo, the inductive source term
must be able to exceed the diffusion term
Magnetic Reynolds number:

UL
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NB: magnetic field lines
are carried along with
the fluid at large Rm
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Omega generates axisymmetric
toriodal field from poloidal field
But nothing regenerates initial
poloidal field…
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The Alpha-Effect
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conductor is a good one. Thus, Alfven’s celebrated frozen-flux
theorem will be obeyed to a high degree, and indeed numerical
estimates put the level of violation at a few per cent per century7,
whereas observationally there is no evidence that requires violation.
When faced with making images of the core field at different points
in time from sometimes vastly different data sets, an appealing
method would be one based on frozen-flux: such images would
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problem is to reconstruct the two positive intensities Bþ
r and Br
from the surface data. For fixed total fluxes this is essentially a
problem of combinatorics which has received much attention9–11;
the answer to this problem, the Maximum Entropy method, has had
considerable success in astronomy and medical physics fields and
this is the approach that I adopt here.
Properties of this method are well-known; it is frequently used in
radio-astronomy to reconstruct images with high dynamic ranges.
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Figure 1 Comparison of the radial magnetic field for epochs 1980 and 2000 on Aitoff
equal-area projection. Red colours represent magnetic flux out of the core, while blue
colours represent magnetic flux entering the core; each colour bar represents an interval
of 100 mT. The continental outlines are for orientation. The labels A–D and 1–5 define the
flux spots referred to in the text; the high-latitude spots are E and e. In calculating the

2
and where x i is an intensity in either Bþ
r or Br with ‘default’ value
m i is much less likely to do this; indeed, synthetic tests on radial
magnetic fields from numerical dynamo models confirm this
property.
I apply the method to two high-quality data sets. The first is a
selection of Magsat data from 1980, the first three-component
magnetometry mission. The second is from the satellite Oersted,
which was launched in February 1999 and is still collecting data; the
selection of data is from December 1999–January 2000. The
representation of the core magnetic field is in the form of the
“spherical triangle tesselation”13 whereby the core is tessellated into
P ¼ 1,442 almost equally-spaced nodes and 2,880 spherical triangles. The node structure is based on the subdivision of the regular
icosahedron14. Each of the P nodes specifies the core magnetic field
2
by two positive numbers bþ
i and bi : Making the assumption that the
mantle is an insulator, a valid assumption considering the frequencies
present in the core spectrum, the forward problem is a convolution of
the core field with a known kernel13. This kernel, the equivalent of
the point-spread function in astronomical imaging, is very wide and
therefore the deconvolution problem is quite severe.
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“Present” paradigm: helical
columns extrapolate to
planetary cores; continually
regenerate field

Summary
Dynamos require:
Energy source
Organized flow
Conducting fluid

UL
Rm =
⌘

Large length scales

Two stage regeneration process
Non-axisymmetric flow in at least one stage

Paradigm: Large-scale helical columns
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the dynamo mechanism are responsible for the ‘secular variation’, or
the slow changes in the magnetic field over timescales of decades to
centuries which are seen on the Earth’s surface.
Smooth images of the core field can be reliably constructed back
to the 16th century using data collected on land and sea3. As in
virtually any inverse problem, the problem of reconstructing the
core magnetic field from surface observation is formally nonunique4,5, and therefore requires some prior information in its
solution; generally a quadratic smoothness criterion is implemented
on the magnetic field at the core surface, which therefore roughly
measures magnetic energy. Such a methodology is termed regularization and is common to most inverse problems5,6. There is no
reason to suppose that any quadratic property of the field should
remain constant. However, both theory and numerical simulations
of the geodynamo support the view that on the decade-to-century
timescale the approximation of the core as a perfect electrical
conductor is a good one. Thus, Alfven’s celebrated frozen-flux
theorem will be obeyed to a high degree, and indeed numerical
estimates put the level of violation at a few per cent per century7,
whereas observationally there is no evidence that requires violation.
When faced with making images of the core field at different points
in time from sometimes vastly different data sets, an appealing
method would be one based on frozen-flux: such images would

Sheyko’s Turbulent Dynamo
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Sheyko’s Turbulent Dynamo
Extreme model: magnetic flux patches
no longer directly related to columns
(scale separation)

Length Scale Questions
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MHD Experiments
Rotating magnetoconvection in liquid
metal
Strong magnetic field
can balance Coriolis
Different behaviors
predicted

Magnet

Top View:
Axial
Velocity

Image:
Adolfo Ribeiro

Lab MHD Experiments
In liquid metals, fast oscillatory columns
and slow wall modes
Wall modes related to low latitude waves
in observations
Missing in present dynamo models

Summary II
“2000’s” model: large, helical columns
associated with B-flux patches
State-of-the-art: helical flow, but flux patches
no longer directly related to columns
Many open questions
e.g., Dynamo action driven by rotating turbulence in
liquid metals (Featherstone CIG/ALCF)
Paradigm shift? Or waiting for Godot?

Thanks…

Thomas
Gastine
(IPGP)

